CASE STUDY:
Showroom TM Group

Illustrating technological possibilities to develop specific and individual solutions in cooperation with customers: This is the aim of the new showroom of the Danish TMGroup from Copenhagen. The consulting company is the market leader for Dealer-Voice-Platforms, Risk and Compliance, Contact Center’s Operational Efficiency and Physical Security (www.tm-group.com).

In cooperation with market leaders like WEY Technologies, NICE Systems and eyevis, the TM Group in addition offers a great variety of complete solutions for trading floors, customer-contact-centers and control rooms. To present the diverse technological solutions, a 2 × 2 video wall made of four 55-inch displays type EYE-LCD-5500-M-USN-LD and an additional OPS-LCD were installed in the showroom. All displays are drive by a netPIX graphic controller and the eyeCON® wall management software. Currently they enable the visualization of the NICE Situator, a physical security information management system.

For the future, TM Group plans to organize demos for customers from the sectors of finance, military, public utilities, and others. Therefore, different alarm systems and video cameras will be integrated into the system. The netPIX controller architecture provides all possibilities for this planned expansion of the system. It already allows, for instance, the connection of DVI, VGA and HDMI-sources and, through the IPD 32 decoder board, even the connection of IP-streams.

INSTALLED PRODUCTS

- 4× EYE-LCD-5500-USN-LD-FX
  (55” video wall LCD with Full-HD Resolution especially designed for fixed video wall installations)
- 1× EYE-LCD-5500-USN-LD-FX-OPS
  (55” Ultra-Super Narrow Bezel LCD-Display with LED-illumination and Full HD resolution)
- 1× NPX-4800LC-G3.0 (High end graphics controller)
- 1× eyecon V5 Basic wallmangement software